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Story

On the trail of crime: Solve 5 exciting detective cases!

• Interactive quiz crime series for children ages 8 and up.

• Five detective cases and 60 hidden object pictures per volume

• With magnifying glass inside to decipher codes and color illustrations

• Exciting activity for little detectives

Lena, Leon and Till love solving crimes. It is clear that they are fully in their element when an expensive

yacht is stolen before their eyes! They throw themselves into the investigation and actually succeed in

catching the culprit. But the next case is already waiting for them: A large pile of garbage has been dumped

in the dunes ... What a mess! Will the detectives find the garbage monster?

Solve the cases and make use of your detective's eye!  The decisive clues to finding the right clue and

convicting the culprit are contained in 60 hidden object pictures. Little detectives can decipher codes with

the magnifying glass (red filter foil) and get tips when they get stuck.
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Lydia Hauenschild

Lydia Hauenschild was born on a farm in 1957 in Bavaria. Life on her parent's farm influenced her childhood

immensely. She studied agriculture and turned to writing only when she discovered that there were no guide

books on parenting twins after her children were born. The quick success motivated her and she has written

a number of children's books since then.

More titles in this series

Can You Find the Clue? - The

Stolen Pearl-Necklace

Can You Find the Clue? -

Haunting the Castle Tower

Can You Find the Clue? - The

Great Fire
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